Ferromagnetic micro and nano particles that are chemically resistant have been obtained by thermal decomposition of ferrocenes in a tightly closed chamber at high pressures. The investigation is focused on the influence of decomposition temperature, work atmosphere, temperature-change rate and process duration. According to the conditions, Fe 3 C, Fe 3 O 4 and pure α-Fe particles have been created. Their composition and structure have been studied by Mössbauer spectroscopy, Scanning and Transmission Electron Microscopy, Electron Probe X-ray Micro Analysis and Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry. In a tightly closed chamber, all components obtained during the decomposition process remain there. This difference to the widely-used Chemical Vapor Deposition method is very important. It inhibits the decomposition process and growth of ordered structures, preventing the end materials to be separated from each other. During the process, iron is liberated from the ferrocene molecule. Experiments have shown that it is highly chemically active to carbon and oxygen. For example, creation of carbide occured in conditions that are not allowed according to the iron-carbon phase diagram valid for bulk iron. Parallel to the reaction of iron with carbon (according to work atmosphere), the surplus of carbon atoms causes emerging of carbon nanoparticles.
Introduction
The magnetic properties of iron and its composites are widely used and known for a long time. Lately, small magnetic particles have been utilized for high-density data storage, xerography, magnetic-resonance imaging, sensors, ferrofluids, magnetic filtering, magnetic hyperthermia, and medical applications [1] . For those purposes small dimensions, high magnetization saturation and high coercivity are highly desirable properties. The main problems of small particles, especially those of iron, are to have time stability and chemical resistance, keeping their optimal crystalline structure and magnetic properties. Iron is very active to oxygen, forming oxide layers on its surface even at room temperature. This iron-oxide layer can include up to 20 % of all iron atoms, it is not ferromagnetic and leads to reduced magnetic properties of the nanoparticles due to reduction of the unbound, magnetic active iron atoms [2] . Surface oxidation can be prevented by covering with iron compounds of magnetic properties. Except iron compounds, pure carbon is very suitable as a protective material due to its very good contact to iron and it excellent stability against bases and acids. The growth of carbon layer on an iron surface is also the object of intensive investigations recently in connection with carbon nanostructure synthesis by the means of iron as catalyst [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] .
Experiment
The goal of this study is to develop a method for synthesis of chemically resistant ferromagnetic particles from ferrocene. Ferrocene, Fe(C 5 H 5 ) 2 , is widely chosen as the initial material for iron particles and compounds production because it contains both elements, C and Fe. For the experiments (see the sketch in Fig.1 ), the ferrocene was filled under atmospheric pressure in an iron reactor and hermetically sealed by pressing it against a Cu gasket using a constant force. The reactor was heated in an oven. The temperature was ramped up at a rate of 30°С/min till the target temperature was reached. Then, it was kept constant for the duration of the experiment. This was monitored at the reactor walls by using a Pt/Rh thermocouple. The container was cooled at a rate of 50°С/min. 
Results and discussion
In the cases considered here, ferrocene decomposition and ferromagnetic particles synthesis occurred in different conditions on the walls and in the volume of the reactor. The initial components and their products after decomposition were in gas phase under very high pressure. When the gas molecules and atoms collided with reactor walls, the particles lost their energy and remained on the wall surface for a relatively long time. The continuous flow of atoms and molecules to the walls ended in a synthesis of new particles and their continuous enlargement. Inside the reactor, there were no surfaces where the atoms and molecules can lose their energy. But, despite of the fact that the condition for atom binding and arising of ordered structure occurred rarely, a small number of particles emerged and increased their initial mass by catching atoms, which hit them with small kinetic energy. The lasts resulted in embryos for big particles. The difference in the both synthesis mechanisms explained the dissimilarity of the particle morphology observed in the reactor volume ( Fig. 2a ) and on the walls (Fig. 2b) . The correlation length/width of the particles grown on the walls was small in comparison with that of the particles synthesized into the reactor. The work atmosphere in the reactor during synthesis (in the cases presented here) consisted of ferrocene vapor, iron, carbon and hydrogen atoms. According to ferrocene nature the number of carbon atoms into the vapor was 10 times the amount of iron atoms. Because the goal was obtaining iron particles, bond in spherical nucleus and covered by only one perfect carbon layer, the possibility for that to occur was calculated. Iron atoms which resulted in a particle of a diameter D i originated from decomposition of i in number ferrocene molecules and carbon atoms necessary to cover a particle of this diameter with one perfect layer (graphene) were s . i and s depended in different way on D i . where c was a correction coefficient, taking into account the irregularity of nucleus shape, V 0 was iron elemental cell volume and n 0 was the number of atoms in the elemental cell.
The carbon atoms necessary to cover a nucleus of this diameter with one perfect layer were:
where S 0 was the area of one 6 atom carbon ring (hexagon) and n s was the umber of atoms in one ring of the carbon honeycomb network.
The difference is as function of D i was given in Fig. 3a . It was obvious that up to a certain diameter D c iron will create particles, which were not fully covered by carbon. When the diameter D c was overpassed, carbon atoms became surplus and could build a multilayered cover around the iron particles. The difference is for particles of diameters smaller than D c could be reduced by including an additional carbon atom source (except ferrocene) during synthesis. In this case the equilibrium between i and s appeared at a lower value of D c . With an aim to receive iron particles of diameter D smaller than D c we have investigated xylene as an additional material supplying C atoms. Mössbauer spectra of two samples sintered at 550 0 C with and without xylene agreed with those assumptions [10] . Fig. 3 a -number of carbon atoms as function of decomposed ferrocene molecules necessary for building of iron core of diameter D i , b -a spherical iron particle covered by carbon.
From Eq. 1 and Eq. 2 followed that if synthesis conditions favor emerging of nucleus of larger diameter as D i that would cause surplus of carbon and building of carbon nanoparticles in addition to those of iron. Such a stimulant for enlarging the nucleus diameter could be high temperature.
That was undesirable and temperature was reduced to a level of 400 0 C, which still allowed ferrocene decomposition. At this temperature we have obtained carbon covered particles of dimensions up to 50 nm (Fig. 3b) .
As it was said, the local conditions on the walls and in the reactor volume could not be the same and due to that the dissimilarity in the particle growth processes arose. In Fig. 4 we demonstrate some of the nanoparticle shape diversities, observed in our experiments. Two types of material can be clearly distinguished. The electron beam cannot penetrate through iron, and therefore, it appears black. The areas filled by carbon are semitransparent and therefore, gray. There are particles with complete or partial carbon covering, hollow carbon formations of different types: bamboo like, spherical, partial empty, open, chain, carbon nanotubes etc. Iron exists in almost all formations. The condition for coalescence of iron atoms into big nucleus like the packed Fe 3 C crystals, and spherical 
Conclusions
The conditions which can be created in a hermetically closed iron reactor favor the synthesis of iron particles protected by carbon layer. The size of the iron nucleus can be successfully changed by the means of temperature management. The usage of additional carbon source during particle growth changes the correlation i/ s and makes possible the full coverage of smaller in dimension iron particles without reducing their magnetic properties. Variety of typical carbon nanostructures emerge during the iron particle synthesis. That shows that the proposed method could be modified for the creation of carbon nanoparticles, too, if carbon content during synthesis is enough high.
